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The CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General meeting will
be held on Thursday evening the 21st November at the
CANEGROWERS Hall in Home Hill, for members to attend.
Guest speakers for the evening are CANEGROWERS newly
appointed CEO Brendan Stewart and newly elected Chair
Paul Schembri.
The meeting will be followed by light refreshments with your
chance to chat with the guest speakers.
After the successful launch of our Twitter account,
CANEGROWERS Burdekin has joined Facebook. Search for
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited on Facebook and like our
page to see our regular updates.
We will keep you up to date with Mill happenings and issues
involving the cane industry locally, statewide, nationally and
internationally.

Brendan Stewart

Paul Schembri

We welcome any feedback on additional content that you
would like to see on our page.
Contact
bdk@canegrowers.com.au with your suggestions.

PIONEER MILL CRUSH COMPLETE
Pioneer Mill finished crushing Wednesday at 8.24pm, the yet to be confirmed tonnes crushed for the season at the mill is
1,575,514 tonnes. CANEGROWERS Burdekin wish to thank Paul Turnball and the Pioneer team for a fantastic job this
season.

Scan on your
smartphone to
download our app

Join us on

This newsletter is not to be distributed or reproduced without the express permission of CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd. 1

CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers businesses
Below is a summary of just some of the actions undertaken by your CANEGROWERS Queensland in the past week to help you and the
cane industry. Current as at 15 October 2013

SRA's strategic planning
consultation

Sri Lanka Delegation

The consultation process between industry and Sugar
Research Australia commences next week. The process is
to ensure that the industry’s research priorities are
communicated to SRA.

CANEGROWERS has been asked by Trade and Investment
Queensland to brief the Sri Lankan Minister of Sugar Industry
Development and the CEO of the Sugar Cane Research
Institute in Sri Lanka on their visit to Brisbane next week.

Electricity
A summary of just some of the work CANEGROWERS has recently undertaken in regard to the COST OF ELECTRICITY with the aim of
helping you.
The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) is the federal body responsible for the regulation of the electricity network. The cost
of the electricity network represents over 50% of electricity bills. The AER's has been conducting a process titled the “Better
Regulation Program” with the goal of improving the regulation of the network. During this process, CANEGROWERS provided
two submissions on the rate of return and the expenditure forecasts & expenditure incentives guidelines. An overview is below
of both submissions is below.
Better Regulation program overview:
CANEGROWERS has been working with the AER as a member of its Customer Reference Group over the course of 2013 to
improve federal regulation of electricity Network Service providers (NSPs). This process has been called the Better Regulation
program. The AER began its Better Regulation program to deliver an improved regulatory framework focused on promoting
the long term interests of electricity consumers. This follows from changes to the National Electricity and Gas Rules that were
published by the Australian Energy Market Commission on 29 November 2012.
The Better Regulation program was divided into various work streams, enabling in-depth analysis of the regulatory framework,
to ensure the regulatory framework is operating in the long-term interests of consumers. The work streams have been
designed to publish a series of guidelines to set out the AER’s approach to regulation under the new rules. All NSPs are
required to follow the AER’s guideline at the start of the next regulatory determination.
CANEGROWERS was involved in four work streams of the Better Regulation program:
Project

Purpose

Expenditure forecast assessment guideline

Assessing expenditure proposals from businesses.
Determining the allowed rate of return businesses earn on their
investments.
Creating the right incentives to encourage efficient spending by
businesses.
Ensuring network companies are innovating and exploring demand
management solutions.

Rate of return guidelines
Expenditure incentives guideline
Power of choice implementation

Over the course of the last month, the AER has released a series of Draft Guidelines for each of the work streams.
CANEGROWERS provided two submissions – one on the rate of return guideline and another joint submission on the
expenditure forecast assessment and expenditure incentives guidelines.
At the moment, the AER’s series of draft guidelines will not significantly change the way NSPs are regulated in Queensland –
this is an unacceptable outcome. The CANEGROWERS submissions outlined the case for change in the way the AER
regulates NSPs (particularly state-owned NSPs in Queensland and New South Wales) and provides a range of credible policy
alternatives for the AER’s consideration.
continues page 3
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Electricity contined
CANEGROWERS expenditure forecast assessment and expenditure incentives guideline submission
In summary, CANEGROWERS calls on the AER to:










Realign incentives between NSPs, their shareholders and consumers to protect consumers from forecasting errors. The
AER can do this by:

Introducing an annual forecasting review mechanism that can revise expenditure forecasts. This would require the
robust use the proposed step-change mechanism;

Encouraging non-CAPEX measures (such as network tariffs design) to be used in expenditure assessments when
developing REPEX and AUGEX forecasts. The current DMIS is not sufficient;
Approving expenditure forecasts based on customer classes in the NSP network tariff structures to limit cross-subsidies
between consumer groups;
Include a regulated efficiency dividend in all CAPEX and OPEX expenditure assessments;
Develop an ex-post regime that ensures all CAPEX is both “used and useful” – including CAPEX approved at the start
of the regulatory period;
Scrutinize non-commercial (legislative) CAPEX to ensure it is in the interests of consumers – if not then the CAPEX
should be excluded from the RAB;
Ensure all information provided in the RIN is made publicly available;
Design the CESS and EBSS with a 100:0 incentive power to place competitive market pressures on NSPs
Allow NSPs to recover actual depreciation on CAPEX to incentivise efficient spending

A copy of CANEGROWERS submission relating to Expenditure Forecast and Incentives is available by clicking here.
CANEGROWERS rate of return guideline submission
In summary, CANEGROWERS calls on the AER to:





Set separate benchmark efficient firms for state- and privately-owned NSPs;
Ensure that state-owned NSPs are only able to only recover the real efficient financing costs (for QLD NSPs, this is at
the AA+ 10-year bond rate) – this can be done using a revealed cost approach;
Provide no compensation to NSPs for risks faced by all other businesses in a competitive environment; and
Set a separate reasonableness test for state-owned NSPs to stop the overall rate of return providing windfall gains to
NSPs at the expense of consumers.

At the final meeting of the AER’s Consumer Reference Panel
today, CANEGROWERS stressed the importance of
correcting the regulatory failures that have increased prices
by 200% over the last seven years. The AER’s final
guidelines will be released between mid-November and midDecember, prior to the next QLD DNSP Regulatory Reset.
CANEGROWERS will continue to work with the AER, the
Queensland Government, QLD NSPs (Ergon, Energex and
Powerlink) and the QCA to ensure that the electricity
regulatory framework is operating in the short- and long-run
interests of consumers, particularly irrigators.
A copy of CANEGROWERS submission relating to Rate of
Return is available by clicking here.
For further information please call Debra on 0417 709 435 or
Director Arthur Woods on 0415 961 945. Arthur is our
regional representative on the CANEGROWERS Electricity
working group.

How you can help us help you
Please supply to Debra details of your
Profit and Loss reports for the past 5
years to help show the government the
impact of electricity price increase and
the local council the impact of the
increase of general rates.
All information remains confidential, all identifying
details will be removed from documents.
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Our
business
joined
RAVENSDOWN when they first
came to the district & we have been
purchasing the bulk of our fertilizer
requirements from them ever since. We
have found them to be very
accomodating when there has been any
issues with quality and I would
recommend that all cane growers join
the RAVENSDOWN Fertilizer supply
chain. As RAVENSDOWN supply our
fertilizer virtually at cost price I cannot
understand why other growers are not
using this valuable resource. I urge all
growers to purchase at least some of
their fertilizer from RAVENSDOWN,
compare the price & the quality & help
keep a true competitor in the
marketplace which will assure all
growers of a fair & non-inflated fertilizer price for years to come .

“

Retain Ravensdown In The Burdekin

“

Local farmers reaping the benefits of Ravensdown

Arthur Woods
CANEGROWERS Member & Director - 0415 961 945

Mark Whitten
our Ravensdown
Account Manager
Call Mark on 0437 748 856
to start saving money now!
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PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURITY - A NEW REGIME
BY CHRIS COOPER, CJ COOPER & ASSOCIATES
The Personal Property Securities Act (“PPSA”) came into effect on 30 January 2012. It dramatically alters the way personal property is
dealt with and the way in which security over personal property can be protected.
“Personal property” is any property except land, fixtures to land and some statutory licences. For example machinery and equipment,
inventory, motor vehicles, shares, book debts, receivables, stock, crops, trademarks and patents are all forms of personal property. The
family home will not be personal property under the PPSA.
The PPSA regulates any “security interest” in personal property. The scope of what can constitute a security interest under the PPSA is
wide includes a number of interests which the previous law did not recognise as security interests. If you do not protect your existing or
future rights in personal property you risk losing your security interest in that property. By way of example, you could lose:
priority over secured property to another creditor; or
title to your property if it is left in the possession of someone else (eg. if they sell it or if they go into liquidation, voluntary administration
or bankruptcy).
The PPSA affects most businesses and individuals directly or indirectly. This article sets out some areas affected by PPSA. If you have
transactions in any of these areas or interests in personal property, you should urgently seek advice about what steps you should take to
protect your interests, if any.
Areas of interest
If you can answer yes to any of the questions below, you should contact your Solicitor to discuss how the PPSA may affect you.




















Do you own personal property that could be in someone else’s possession for longer than 90 days?
Do you consign goods to other people to sell?
Do you manufacture and sell goods?
Do your conditions of sale state that you retain ownership until you are paid (i.e. retention of title clause)?
Do you lease goods or chattels, whether on their own or as part of a lease of land?
Do you have security over a motor vehicle, boat or aircraft?
Do you have security over property which has serial number identification?
Are you involved in transactions under which debts are assigned to you?
Are your security agreements in writing?
Are your security agreements registered on existing registers?
Do you lend money or extend credit for the purchase of inventory or particular items of personal property?
Do you take security over intellectual property e.g. design, patent, plant breeder’s right, trademark?
Have you granted “fixed and floating” charges or have they been granted to you?
Do you deal in livestock, crops or equipment that are not in your possession?
Do you buy or sell personal property either with real estate or on its own?
Do you provide hire-purchase finance?
Do you include charging clauses in your standard documents to give you security for an obligation?
Do you take control of your customer’s bank accounts to secure obligations owed to you?
Does any existing agreement to which you are a party include provisions which create security over property to secure the obligations
of a party under the agreement (i.e. joint venture agreements, shareholder’s or unit holder’s agreements, licensing agreements,
franchise agreements etc)?

If your answer to any of the above is yes, it is likely that the PPSA will affect you. The list of examples is not exhaustive and any person or
business that deals in personal property should carefully consider the impact the PPSA may have.
Registration
A new register, called the Personal Property Securities Register (“PPSR”) commenced on 30 January 2012. Existing registered security
interests are in the process of being “migrated” from the existing Federal, State and Territory registers (e.g. ASIC charges, REVS, Bills of
Sale) to the PPSR.
Security interests that are not currently registrable (e.g. chattel leases, bailments, retention of title, commercial consignments, and
vendor finance arrangements) have some protection for a period of two years after the commencement date. You should register these
security interests on the PPSR within that two year period if your interest in the personal property is to last longer than two years.
However, in some cases, there are additional steps that a secured party should take during this transitional period to protect its interest.
continues page 6
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BPS SHED MEETINGS
Burdekin Productivity Services (BPS) and Farmacist are starting a full round of shed meetings. Topics covered will include irrigation
scheduling, weed management, fallow management, YCS and variety information. Meeting are scheduled as follows:

Mon 21 Oct

8:30am

Upper Haughton/Stockham Rd

M Mio (Shadforth)

Mon 28 Oct

8:30am

Mulgrave/Clare

BPS Brock Rd

Wed 30 Oct

10am

Dalbeg

Dalbeg Inn

Wed 30 Oct

1pm

Milaroo

J Cambruzzi

Thur 31 Oct

8:30am

Selkirk/Bartlett

T Pontarelli

Thur 31 Oct

1pm

Jardine/Barratta

L Smith

Fri 1 Nov

8:30am

Giru/Shirbourne

D Poletto

Mon 11 Nov

8:30am

Aerodrome/Pioneer Mill/Colevale/Kalamia Estate & Town

B Lago

Mon 11 Nov

1pm

Waterview/Sextons

E Pearce

Wed 13 Nov

8:30am

Dicks Bank/McDesme/Airville

BPS Whitson's Plot

Thur 14 Nov

8:30am

Airdmillan/Burstalls

N Formilan

Thur 14 Nov

1pm

Rita Island

SES Shed

Fri 15 Nov

8:30am

Jarvisfield/Kilrie

Quartermaine

Mon 18 Nov

8:30am

Leichardt

L Brotto

Tue 19 Nov

8:30am

Osbourne/Causeway/Marshalls

L Michelin

Wed 20 Nov

8:30am

Inkerman/Koolkuna/Iona/Fredericksfield

Mackelroy

Thur 21 Nov

8:30am

Down River/Ramsdens

N Pitris

Fri 22 Nov

8:30am

Darvenezia/Groper Creek

B Santarossa

PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURITY A NEW REGIME CONTINUED
This will depend on the nature of the interest. Whilst there are exceptions, it is essential in most instances to register your security
interests in order to obtain priority. By registering your security interest you can prevent another person taking ownership of your goods,
particularly if they become insolvent (with some limited exceptions). Any delay in registering your security interest or inaccuracy in the
registration could be disastrous. New security interests created after commencement must be registered quickly (there are strict time
limits for some securities) and in some cases may be registered before the transaction is completed.
Cane Crop
If you are providing your cane crop as security, then the PPSA will apply and appropriate steps should be considered.
The PPSA does not however provide an avenue for growers to take security for payment of their cane supplied to the mill. The cane
supply agreement provides for the sale of sugar cane by the grower to the mill. This is an unsecured transaction unfortunately. Title and
risk to the cane passes from the grower to the mill at the point of delivery. Title to the sugar produced passes from the mill to QSL. There
are no retention of title clauses in the supply agreements, and thus a security interest does not arise for protection under the PPSA.
CANEGROWERS continues to strongly advocate for suitable security for cane payment arrangements.
Growers are urged to consider the matters raised in this article and seek further independent advice if necessary.
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SAFETY UPDATE
ELECTRICAL INCIDENTS SPARK CONCERN
A spate of power outages caused by accidents involving
large farm vehicles and power lines saw thousands of
homes without power in north Queensland recently. More
concerning is that the four accidents, one of which occurred
in the Burdekin, which all happened on the one day, could
have had fatal consequences.
We urge growers and their contractors to ‘look up and live’.
Every year people risk injury or death by power lines.
This series of accidents is a timely reminder that while it is
getting to the end of harvest and farmers are getting tired, it
is extra important that this is recognised and that farmers
and contractors pay special attention to taking the time to
look up and notice power lines.
The first of the incidents occurred in Yungaburra on the
Atherton Tablelands when a cane truck came into contact
with power lines, resulting in an hour-long power outage. Within a minute of power being restored, there was an
almost identical incident in Babinda resulting in a loss of power for most of the morning for local residents. Also that
day, a harvester hit overhead lines in the Burdekin area, followed by another similar incident occurring later that day.
Ergon Energy has done a lot to raise awareness of the need to look up before driving a large vehicle under power lines,
but clearly growers need to take heed or lives could be lost.
It is not only overhead power lines that can cause electrical safety incidents during the cane harvest. Electrical ground
assets, including stay wires and poles, also need a high level of care.
CBL’s Gary Halliday commented on the situation and said “the electrical safety legislation states quite clearly, that
machinery operators are required to remain outside a 3metre exclusion zone that surrounds all electrical network live
parts up to 132,000 volts.”
He said, ”Growers should identify all overhead electrical hazards on their property and consult with their contractors on
ways to safely manage large vehicles and machinery when operating near these live parts.”
He also mentioned that, ”Growers can request free assistance from Ergon Energy to give advice on power line heights,
voltage and the insulation quality of the electrical network. Safety markers such as ‘witches hats’, can be positioned on
the ground to indicate the edge of the exclusion area. Another safety option, such as “Authorised Persons” training is
available for machinery operators to operate at a smaller exclusion distance while using a Safety Observer.”
“Authorised Person” training can be provided by Canegrowers Burdekin in group workshops by registering at the
Canegrowers Training Centre on 47821922 or mobile 0438747596.”
Remember members receive a generous discount.
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2013 SEASON CRUSHING STATISTICS
Burdekin Tonnes Cut Per Week
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Week 19 — as at 12/10/2013
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Crush Week
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Unfilled Bins By Mill
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Season to date there
have
been
27,000
unfilled bins
which
approximates
to
156,900 tonnes.
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The graph on the right
shows the number of
unfilled bins per week by
mill, with the table below
showing the estimated
tonnes lost from the
unfilled bins based in the
weekly average bin size
per mill.
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Approx Tonnes Impacted By Unfilled Bins
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QSL UPDATE BY CARLA KEITH
Continued dry conditions have seen strong CCS levels reported throughout the state, but many farmers are now keen for rain to make an
appearance and give next season’s crop a much-needed boost. With a number of mills winding up production in the next few weeks, QSL
remains on track to receive over 2.86 million tonnes of Raw Sugar Supply Agreement (RSSA) sugar this season. In other QSL news:
Logistics
QSL exported its first shipment of phytosanitary-certified sugar to China this week,
following the recent installation of the required certification equipment at our Lucinda
terminal. Phytosanitary certification confirms that the product has been inspected by the
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) and is considered to be free from
quarantine pests. Under DAFF regulations, bulk raw sugar is a non-prescribed product and
does not require phytosanitary certification. However, China requires this certification for
its sugar imports and so QSL worked with DAFF to implement a testing system and
procedures that would satisfy both the Australian exporting regulations for prescribed
products and China’s import requirements.
The Lucinda BST is now our DAFF-registered premises for exports of bulk raw sugar into
China. The new phytosanitary system was designed and installed by Townsville-based QSL
engineer Wayne Mackay and features a pneumatic arm, pictured top right, installed on the
weigh tower that is programmed to swing across the flow of raw sugar every four captures
of 20 metric tonnes. The sample then flows down to a sampling table where it is inspected
for pests and organic matter by a qualified DAFF Authorised Officer, pictured right, and
swept back onto the conveyor below. The sampler works continuously during the ship
loading process but features an emergency control to halt the sugar flow for further
inspection should the system have to be stopped suddenly.
Financing
QSL’s Annual General Meeting will be held at 2pm this coming Monday 21 October at the Christie Conference Centre in Brisbane. All QSL
members are very welcome to attend this event, which will feature a report from our Chairman Mike Carroll as well as the opportunity for
questions from the floor. For those unable to attend, further information regarding QSL’s performance during the past financial year is
detailed in our Annual Report, which is available via our website at www.qsl.com.au.
Pricing
You can monitor and track the performance of QSL’s pricing pools via the Price Pool Matrices, published on our website
(www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and is all about giving growers a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are
performing over the current season. The prices given are in Gross $A dollars/ IPS tonnes and don’t include a firm shared pool allocation.
Current as of 16 September 2013
QSL Harvest Pool

2013 Gross
$391

QSL Discretionary Pool

$396

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$407

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$391

QSL US Quota Pool

$466

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool

$428

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$413

Marketing
The marketing team continues to price and sell the Production Buffer tonnage
as it arrives at QSL’s terminals. They are also working closely with our
operations teams to ensure our marketing program and busy shipping schedule
is integrated with the logistics programs at our six Bulk Sugar Terminals,
maximising storage capacity where possible during the current season storage
peak. While prices have improved in recent weeks, QSL is still looking to
maximise returns for growers by leveraging our storage capabilities to enable
sale in the more lucrative off-season contracts of March and May.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin offers payroll services for your employees
including weekly, fortnightly or monthly pays via EFT.
PAYROLL SERVICES

Your superannuation and monthly reporting needs are taken care of and
your Group Certificates distributed and lodged with the ATO.

Members get 50%
discount

For more information on this service contact
Tiffany on 4790 3601
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CONTACT DETAILS
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm

4790 3600
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Debra Burden

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Helen Napier

Regional Insurance Manager

0408 638 518
4790 3606

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Palmer

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

4790 3605

PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
Gary Halliday

Cane BMP Project Officer

4782 1922
0438 747 596

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au

MARKET OVERVIEW
BY QSL TREASURER
STEPHEN STONE
Sugar price snapshot
It’s always a pleasure to deliver good news to our
cane farmers and I’m pleased to say we’ve seen
continued strength in raw sugar prices. Futures
have now rallied three cents (almost 20 per cent)
from the July lows, with the March14 contract
hitting 19c/lb. There is a growing consensus that
the global sugar balance is looking much tighter ahead, suggesting
the period of lower prices has succeeded in addressing the supply
surplus. Sugar has found homes in stockpiling and underestimated
refined demand. A continuation of wetter-than-average Brazilian
crush conditions and higher ethanol production suggest the final
numbers will be down this season as we are now past the peak of
Brazil’s crush cycle. A stabilisation in the currencies of sugarexporting nations will also reduce producer pricing in the short
term.

DIRECTORS
Phil Marano

marano@bigpond.com
Chair

0404 004 371

David Lando

david@landoandsons.com.au
Deputy Chair

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our” means
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our directors, officers, agents and
employees. This newsletter has been compiled in good faith by CBL .
Although we do our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or representations about the
suitability, reliability, currency or accuracy of the information we present in
this newsletter, for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, we
accept no responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by
you as a result of the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole responsibility and
risk associated with the use and results of the information appearing in this
newsletter, and you agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of, or in connection
with the use of this newsletter. We recommend that you contact CBL
before acting on any information provided in this newsletter.

Prices look a little rich above 19 c/lb for now, with speculative
positions building. We are also entering a period where physical
news is less frequent, as Brazil finishes its crush and we await news
from Thailand and India. Ahead, we remain optimistic prices will
continue to slowly strengthen into 2014. Two major variables that
remain unanswered, however, include the amount of sugar stocks
likely to be exported as prices rally, and the possibility of another
sustained period of currency weakness in Brazil.

Currency snapshot
Our currency has been less friendly than sugar prices, tracking
upward to the 95 cent level recently. As outlined in earlier market
updates, the renewed strength in the Australian dollar is largely a
function of a broader US$ trend at present which has also seen the
Brazilian, Thai and Indian currencies strengthen. In addition to this,
economic data in our largest trading parter China has been more
positive, flowing through to commodity prices and Australian
dollar sentiment. The RBA is less likely to reduce interest rates
again this year, leaving them with less tools to weaken the
currency Ahead, we see more currency consolidation around
current levels, frustrating Australian exporters. On a positive note,
we remain confident the currency will weaken again into 2014.
While all care is taken in the preparation of this report the reliability or accuracy of
the information provided in the document is not guaranteed. QSL does not accept
any responsibility to any person for the decisions and actions taken by that person
with respect to any of the information contained in this report.
QSL is a global leader in raw sugar marketing and supports the development of the
Australian sugar industry by providing high quality marketing, information and
logistics services to Queensland growers and millers. To receive market updates
and other news via email, visit www.qsl.com.au.
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PRICING INFORMATION
2013 Season Advances & Payments
as at 4 October 2013
% estimated
return

$/tonne IPS
Initial *
22 August 13*
26 September 13*
24 October 13
21 November 13
19 December 13
23 January 14
20 February 14
20 March 14
24 April 14
22 May 14
26 June 14
Final Payment

$219
$235
$256
$262
$273
$283
$303
$313
$323
$333
$352
$372
$391

77.5%
80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

* paid
+ scheduled

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not
forward price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward
priced for 2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected
proceeds. For individual advance rates check your grower forecast on
the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 18 October 2013
Gross
$425
$446
$463
$478

2013 Season
2014 Season
2015 Season
2016 Season

Net
$401
$422
$439
$454

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 27 September 2013
$/Tonne IPS GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$391

QSL Discretionary Pool

$396

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$407

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$391

QSL US Quota Pool

$466

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool

$428

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$413

See www.qslcom.au for more information
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DATES TO REMEMBER
BPS Shed Meetings start next week
See page 6 for details
5 November
LBLCA (Landcare) Meeting
5.00pm
John Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council

8 November
Inkerman Cane Growers AGM
3.00pm
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill

9 November
CORES Suicide Intervention Course
9.00am - 5.00pm
Burdekin Neighbourhood Centre
Bookings essential, ph 0427 455 313
http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/page/Growing_cane/Library/Videos/

FREE

21 November
CANEGROWERS Burdekin
Members Only AGM
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill

The Legal Guide
Estimated End Dates per Mill for the
for Primary
2013 Crush
Producers is
available from the
Inkerman - 23 October
Ayr office.
Kalamia - 23 October
Drop in today to
pick up a copy.

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS Project and
Training Centre
$10 plus $0.50 per Chair
Plus GST
75 Available
To book please phone 4782 1922

Based on revised factory throughputs with no rain and assuming a
continuation of crop estimate trends.
These estimated will be reviewed weekly.

Inkerman Cane Growers
Organisation Ltd
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held 3.00pm
on Friday 8 November 2013
at CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill
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National Farmers’ Federation
Federation—
—Update
Government commits to Basin Plan cap

Government commits to finalising China FTA

Farmers and rural communities in the Murray-Darling Basin
have this week welcomed the Federal Government’s
decision to cap water purchases under the Basin Plan. The
cap, confirmed by Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for
the Environment, Simon Birmingham in an interview with the
Australian newspaper (see here), will see water buybacks
limited to 1,5000 gigalitres – 1,137 gigalitres of which has
already been purchased by the former Labour Government.

Australia is a step closer to reaching a free trade agreement
with China, after Prime Minister Tony Abbott held talks with
President Xi Jinping during the Australia Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) summit in Bali, during which he
committed to finalising the deal within 12 months.

The cap is welcome news for the NFF and our members,
who have long called for this, and a great focus on
investment in infrastructure and water efficiency measures
rather than buybacks in the Basin Plan. For more, read our
media release here.
New report confirms agribusiness’s vast potential
A new report released this week by Deloitte has outlined that
agribusiness will be one of five sectors expected to deliver
an additional $250 billion to Australia’s economy over the
next 20 years. The report entitled ‘Positioning for Prosperity?
Catching the next wave, is the third edition of the firm’s
‘Building the Lucky Country’ series. In detail, the report
assesses Australia’s potential future boom industries on the
basis of expected growth and on Australia’s competitive
advantage. The findings of the report also highlight the need
for both business and government to take ‘bold steps’ to
overcome challenges for industry, and in turn, drive
innovation through the continued development of the NFF
Blueprint.
For more, read our media release here. Information on the
Deloitte report can be found here.
Weed Management Live Web Broadcast reminder
A reminder to all members that the live broadcast of ‘Weed
Management - It’s a Numbers Game’ will be held next
Wednesday, 16 October 2013 at 12:00pm – 1:30pm AEST.
The interactive web broadcast brings together leading weed
researchers, farmers and agronomists to share ideas and
answer questions on the latest strategies to manage weed
numbers in broadacre crops. The live webcast will be
streamed on the internet and participants are given the
opportunity to ask their own questions to the panel. During
the broadcast, questions can be asked via a ‘chat’ windows
on the webcast page or by tweeting #weedsmart. You can
also email questions in advance to Kate Leahy at
katel@coxinall.com.au.
To register and view the broadcast please click here.

The NFF has welcomed the commitment to finalising the
China free trade agreement within one year, but cautioned
against signing a deal at any cost. Since 2005, finalising
Australia’s free trade agreement with China has been a key
priority for the agricultural industry, provided Australian
farmers are able to reap the benefits of the agreement.
With China already a major trading partner for Australia – our
second biggest agricultural market – there are major
opportunities for Australia farmers in finalising a deal,
provided it produces positive outcomes for industry. For
more, read our media release here.

Barnaby Joyce releases ABARES’s ‘What Asia Wants’
report
The report, What Asia Wants, released by Minister Barnaby
Joyce on 10 October at the ABARES conference in Darwin,
focuses on the long-term food consumption trends in Asia
and the opportunities for Australian agriculture to capitalise
on in the future. The NFF has welcomed the report as a tool
to help farmers understand, and adapt to, key export markets
in Asia. While we believe that understanding markets is
critical for agriculture’s future growth, so too is ensuring
barriers to trade are broken down.
The release of the ABARES report comes as another report,
from the European Commission Directorate-General for
Trade, has found an increase in potentially trade-restrictive
measures imposed by countries that trade with the European
Union – many of whom also trade with Australia. For more,
read our media release.
AgForce on the lookout for next gen innovators
AgForce Queensland is on the lookout for the industry’s next
generation of agricultural innovators as the search for the
next worthy recipient of the Peter Kenny Bursary continues.
The Bursary will annually reward a successful candidate with
a contribution of up to $10,000. The Bursary recognises
Peter’s commitment to the provision of ongoing learning and
education in agriculture. Applications close 31 October 2013.
For more information and to apply visit the AgForce
Queensland website here.

NRHA release report for Rural Poverty Week 14 October
The Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS) and National Rural Health Alliance (NRHA) have joined forces to launch a
new snapshot report on poverty in rural and regional Australia, as part of Anti Poverty Week, commencing on Monday 14
October 2013. The report will shine the spotlight on the extent of poverty and other disadvantages for those living outside
Australia’s major capital cities.
For more information about the report, and the week, please see here.
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Queensland Farmers’ Federation
Federation—
—Update
QUEENSLAND PLAN SUMMIT SEEKS TO LOOK AHEAD
30 YEARS

NEW
APPROVALS
EXPLORATION

QFF this week joined with about 700 other delegates in
Brisbane to provide input into the Queensland Plan. The
summit drew delegates from across the community, sectors
of the economy, and from across the State to discuss key
issues that should help formulate the Queensland Plan,
which is expected to be underpinned by a Queensland Plan
Bill to be introduced to State Parliament by the beginning of
next year. The Summit identified the following 10 priorities
(not in any order):

THE State Government is changing the approvals
process for coal and mineral exploration, in a move that
it says will give landholders and resources companies
more certainty by allowing for earlier engagement and
faster approvals. Minister for Natural Resources and
Mines Andrew Cripps said the new process had the
potential to halve the time taken for companies to be
granted exploration permits, while maintaining rigorous
environmental, native title and land access
assessments. It follows resources sector lobbying for
more efficient approval timeframes. Mr Cripps stressed
that in line with the existing regulatory framework, no
exploration activities could begin in an area prior to a
permit being granted. “Applications to explore will still
be subject to the same stringent assessment process
to ensure they meet strict environmental, technical and
commercial viability, community interest, native title
and land access requirements,” he said. More
information about exploration in Queensland is
available
at
www.dnrm.qld.gov.au
or
at
www.mines.industry.qld.gov.au

1. Education that is flexible, affordable and accessible to all,
including rural, remote and disadvantaged

2. Communities that are well planned, well connected and
engender community spirit.

3. Queensland

being recognised as internationally
competitive with an increase in exports/business
especially in agriculture and ecotourism sectors.

4. Regions being attractive to study, work and live for bright
minds and trained professionals

5. Delivery of economic, social and community benefits
through infrastructure.

6. A long term approach to planning and delivery of
infrastructure.

7. The highest productivity rate in Australia with no skills
shortage.

8. Investment and research into innovation in Queensland’s
areas of strengths.

9. Centres of excellence attracting human capital and
driving innovation.
10. An education model that leverages community and
industry partnerships.
QFF CEO Dan Galligan attended the summit, which was
also strongly represented by other industry bodies.
Agricultural themes and regionalisation priorities were very
strong in the discussions and in the plan response document
put together from the Queensland-wide submissions that
have been received over the last six months. The
Government looks entirely committed to this process and
from an agricultural perspective this can only be a good thing
as the messages and issues raised by Queenslanders are
very consistent with those that many farmers face as
well. Furthermore, it is clear that the Premier will be very
strong in ensuring action is taken to deliver on the objectives
of the plan. The Government has committed to taking the
information from the summit, the workshop held in Mackay,
and the almost 75,000 representative responses, to help
draft a plan by the end of next month. The final plan and the
Bill to be brought before Parliament will more than likely bind
Government agencies and organisations into delivering
actions associated with its contents. QFF will continue our
very strong and proactive work on this important activity.

PROCESS

FOR

MINING

FARM FINANCE APPLICATIONS CLOSING 31 OCTOBER
2013
THE first application period for the Farm Finance
Concessional Loans Scheme through QRAA will close to
applications from Queensland farm businesses on October
31. Concessional loans of up to $650,000 are available for
debt restructuring purposes to help eligible farm businesses
who are experiencing debt servicing difficulties but are
considered potentially viable in the longer term. The loans
are available at a variable interest rate, (currently 4.5 per
cent) and provide interest only payments for up to five years.
Applications are assessed in order of receipt and must be
fully complete before they can be considered for
assessment. Producers can obtain more information by
calling
QRAA
on
1800
623
946
or
visiting
www.qraa.qld.gov.au. A second application period for 201314 will open in early 2014.

QUEENSLAND GLOBE OPENS WINDOW TO CSG
INDUSTRY DATA
A PORTAL has been created to give rural landholders
and regional communities access to comprehensive
and accurate water data, made available by the coal
seam gas (CSG) industry. Natural Resources and
Mines Minister Andrew Cripps said the Newman
Government, in conjunction with the GasFields
Commission, has released a free online tool that uses
Queensland Globe technology, to give the community
access to CSG water information at the click of a
mouse.
Coal Seam Gas Globe is a Google Earth application
that provides access to a vast range of online spatial
data that is relevant to landholders, industry and the
community. CSG Globe is available here.
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